
 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE PRESENTATION OF THIS TALK IS INTENDED TO BE 

AS A POWER POINT SHOWING THE INTRODUCTORY 

THREE PAGES AND FURTHER EXAMPLES OF THIS 

REMARKABLE COLLECTION. 

DURING THE SHOWING OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS OF 

THE COLLECTION THE SPEAKER WILL GIVE SOME 

DETAILS OF ALEX NEISH AND HOW THIS COLLECTION 

CAME TO BE FORMED. 

HIS LIFE HAS BEEN FAR DIFFERENT TO MOST OF THE 

PEOPLE WHO WILL HEAR THIS TALK.  

IT IS HOPED THAT YOU WILL FIND THE TALK 

INTERESTING AND ENJOY SEEING SOME OF THE 

HUGE VARIETY OF PEWTER THAT THIS COLLECTION 

HOLDS 

– A VARIETY UNPRECEDENTED IN ANY OTHER 
KNOWN COLLECTION. 
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THE ALEX NEISH COLLECTION AT STIRLING 
As a collector your collection often reflects not only your means - but also quite 

often your personality and your lifestyle. 

The Neish Collection at Stirling is a remarkable collection and the collector’s 

circumstances were certainly unusual. 

Alex Neish came from modest circumstances in central Scotland, born just 

before the Second World War. He was clearly very bright, academic and very 

intelligent.  

On leaving Edinburgh University in the late 50s his immediate option was – to 

go on studying International Jurisprudence at The Hague, a subject he was 

considered very knowledgeable and skilled at, with a scholarship organised by 

his Professor/mentor – to be followed by staying at The Hague - or lecturing 

back at Edinburgh University. 

Patricia Neish’s father was a successful International Commodity Trader who 

moved from China to japan anticipating the Mao communist advance – and 

eventually to Argentina. At a dinner in London to which he had invited Alex he 

introduced him to the eldest son of an Argentine family with agricultural 

interests across the Globe.  

Shortly after visiting Argentina to meet Patricia’s mother Alex was offered a job 

with this agricultural enterprise. With two sons of the President of this 

Conglomerate Alex was tasked with reorganising their information system. It 

was a new and exciting world. He stayed. 

Alex was born in 1937, he and Patricia married in 1960. They were in Argentina 

form 1962-1976 and Brazil from 1976-1996 and thereafter Barcelona, Spain. 

Previously he had written articles as deputy editor of the Scottish Council for 

Development and Industry Monthly Magazine. In Argentina he wrote articles for 

the Guardian Newspaper and the Scotsman. 

The information system led him to being in charge of administration for the 

group itself. He was also given authority as to Finance and serious authority in 

the Legal Department and he thus became the first non-family main board 

director. 
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The Variety - first sight for me of a coconut shell mounted in Pewter 

Elizabethan wine cup (?) accepted that David Moulson considers this 

Dutch but apparently did not question the age. 

Interesting transitional York Flagon used in Kirkby Stephen 

Westmoreland 

 

Alex tells me - 

I was a shareholder of nothing! Bunge (The Conglomerate) was originally a 

strictly private company owned by around 100 families who had all inherited 

from the founders. I was just a worker...well paid and well rewarded with good 

bonuses.  Today it is quoted on the New York stock exchange and is in a 

dominant position in key commodity markets.  
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This was a time of the “dirty war” between Argentinian Armed Forces and 

whoever they thought were “terrorists” in which 5 of Alex’s co-directors were 

murdered. 

Alex never had to drive – he had drivers – glad of the job. He recounts that one 

of his colleagues was shot dead – and henceforward for a number of years he 

had a bodyguard. 

In difficult times the headquarters was thought better to be moved to Brazil 

where this conglomerate had huge interests. Thus after Alex had been with this 

business for 14 years in Argentina the Conglomerate moved headquarters to 

Brazil, and Alex and family with it. 

This Conglomerate was still dominated by descendants and wider original 

families all who thought keenly of their entitlements. Alex and a few like-

minded directors selected a German businessman to sort matters out. 

He writes - 

It started as a family company. I began with its Argentine flour milling division 
which then was responsible for the Australian flour milling activities. I went to 
Australia with the Argentine company's General Manager who spoke little 
English and ended up running it with his son-in-law whose father was then the 
Group President. We built up the activities with national steel distribution and 
developed the world´s largest pig farm. 
 

This German business man closed down all operations in Peru and he closed 

down much of the business in Argentina. He sold most of the Australian 

operations he brought in fresh non-family blood to direct the business. 
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A chess set! One side acid darkened – age not suggested 
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Alex was asked to stay on – but after 34 years always as an employee and then 

director. With their children not wanting to live in Brazil – Alex resigned and he 

and Patricia moved to Barcelona.   

Simple for listeners today then – 14 years Argentina – 20 years Brazil and now 

20years retired in Barcelona. 

He once said to me that asking awkward questions at a South American AGM 

was like attempted suicide. Being as they were close to the top of the Social and 

Business Communities - clearly Alex could communicate well with all – as he 

survived! (Whilst even headmasters they knew were shot.) 

 Consider myself and most of the members sat here today and the 

provincial, protected, and comfortably peaceful lives so many of us have 

led. We have been a part of a totally different society to Alex with totally 

different manners and totally different work experience. Consider me - my 

family name has been in the same area within 30 miles for 500 years and 

likely longer! 

Thus we need to move as to why Alex took any interest in Old British Pewter. He 

comments –  

Argentina was not a country for British antique pewter though I did find one 
shop offering an 18 piece dinner service. The price was crazy so I passed - noting 
the NR hallmark which of course was the famous forger Richard Neate 
 
Well now we know what some would tell us this was unlikely to be Richard 

Neate - but it was likely to be early 20th century repro pewterware. 

Another spur to his interest is explained as –  

When the Group moved to Brazil in 1976 I went with it and I came into contact 
with John Somers who had selected the State of Minas Gerais to set up his 
pewter factory. We became great friends and he used to stay with us when 
visiting his Sao Paulo shop.  
 
Elsewhere there is vast detail (the only collected source) of the life and times of 

John Somers (see www.pewterbank.com) – a remarkable producer of serious 
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craft work “antique” style pewterware – though always honestly marked by 

him. 
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A rare spoon from c1390 

A Romano- British Dish from c 3rd century in perhaps good condition 

861 – the plate was not questioned in 1996 and perhaps should have 

been. 

Again variety 
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Alex writes – 

You might like to note that the collection began in Buenos Aires in the early 
Sixties where it was fashionable to have silver sous plats instead of place mats. 
Patricia wanted to join this fashion but I said I was starting my career and could 
not afford it. She suggested pewter as an alternative but all Buenos Aires had to 
offer were Jewish family items that had moved from Europe with their owners as 
they sought to avoid persecution. This was the beginning of the Jewish collection 
that over the years I expanded by buying at auction. It is now regarded as the 
world’s leading private Jewish collection and is on permanent display at 
Barcelona’s 12 century synagogue said to be the oldest surviving in Europe. 
Curiously many Americans and Israelis come specially to see it – and try to buy it 
 
About Australia he has little to say. He combed the antique shops but found 
nothing but an over-priced set of Scottish 1820 balusters, 
There was nothing except the occasional beer tankard. This and the fondness the 
Australians have for swilling this liquid down he says perhaps explains why local 
collectors are forced to go in for verification marks. Half of the Carvick Webster 
Collection was donated to the Sydney Museum. The gift was highly publicised at 
the time. Agnes Carvick Webster (dec’d 1966) had said it was in thanks for all 
the happy years she had spent there. Sadly the collection has been hidden away 
in store for many years and letters from the Society of Australian Pewter 
Collectors are no longer acknowledged according to Geoff Lock. 
  
A great friend was the late John Russell. He had a notable collection that Alex 
helped him form. When he sold his country estate; what was essentially a 
private collection was consigned to Bonhams at Chester. He went to the sale 
with John. Much was unsold. He bought a 17th. Century bowl that had been used 
as a water dish for Barney, John’s St Bernard. On his death his wife Neola 
decided to downsize. She was thinking of giving the residual pewter to a charity 
shop or the like but I persuaded her to distribute it amongst the family rather 
than give it away at a local auction. So ended another great Australian 
collection. The other important private collection (Carvick-Webster?) gave 
concern to the Society of Pewter Collectors such as Geoff Lock and J. H. Myrtle 
who saw quite a lot of it before it was hidden away. Sadly Alex thinks that 
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Australia is not a welcoming home for good antique pewter. (Though collectors 
such as Jane Russell, Robert Watch, Hep Myrtle Don Todd Len Evans and 
Graham Geddes had bought some good pieces and others from the UK. Indeed 
in Adelaide today there are some specialist collectors with interesting collections 
enjoying their old pewter.) 
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Kindly shared with me various ball knopped candlestick photos. 

One way open to Alex was collecting old pewter by making bids from South 
America against Sothebys catalogue offerings. These were despatched to the 
Bunge Conglomerate’s London Offices. They were stored in the cellars in the 
parcels as they arrived. Alex looked and checked on his occasional visits from 
South America. His financial means, intellectual interest in and appetite for old 
pewter meant the collection grew rapidly. 

He appears to have been unconcerned by condition unless repairs were 
absolutely essential. He took a real interest from 1976 and he met Mundey in 
the early 1980s. For a few years it was Mr Mundey and Mr Neish before in the 
mid 80s it became Alex and Richard (Dick). 

Alex recalls that on entering the Mundey shop and introducing himself Mundey 
did a little jig (from his theatrical chorus revue days?) at the amazement of 
meeting this bidder who Mundey and the others (Casimir?) had thought did not 
really exist and was simply the auctioneer putting unsold items to one side. 
Condition had become important and this buyer seemed unconcerned. 

Alex writes – 
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Mundey was bidding for me in the 90s and up to the eve of his death. This 
stemmed from our first meeting when I went to his shop and introduced myself. 
At that time I was bidding off the book.  Apparently on many occasions I had 
pipped him for very desirable pieces but no one knew who I was. Richard even 
suspected it was a name invented by a rival to frustrate him. He was really 
delighted to meet me and became my bidder. He stayed with us in Edinburgh on 
several occasions and would spend hours with my collection. On his last visit he 
said "Young man, you have done the impossible and surpassed the WCOP." 

Thus to start with Alex purchases from the Sotheby’s and other catalogues. 
Then with Mundey as his agent and clearly from other dealers such as Michael 
Kashden. 
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Roman octagonal bowl was rather like the part scrap excavated relic I 

brought to the Spring 2015 meeting 

He tells me – 
It is around 20 years since I stepped down as a Director of Bunge.  Since then it 
has done many wise things like selling off Argentina, Peru and Venezuela and 
exiting the food industry in Brazil to concentrate on fertilisers and phosphate 
mining.  Prudent purchases have seen it become the leading soya power in 
North and South America. It has also set up crushing plants in India and China. I 
would not have gone along with this in my time as a director but the world has 
changed. Bunge is no longer a secretive private company owned by a handful of 
families. These now hold less than 12%. The public company is aggressive 

Patricia Neish MBE ( 56 years outside of the UK Argentina brazil and Barcelona) 
Alex writes - 
Those in the know say MBE stands for -  Married to a Bastard Escoces. 
(Scotsman)  
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It was awarded for services to education and charitable work. Originally we 
were sent to Brazil for 2 years. Our children attended the local British School and 
there were plenty of deficiencies and Patricia said if we stay on she would do 
something about that place. A P.T.A. was founded an after a couple of years she 
was invited to sit on the school board. Tpogether with the bursar she had plans 
drawn up and had the place reconfigured, that sent change in motion and she 
spent a total of 14 years participating in the re-build and reorganisation. Today 
it is one of the best international schools in South America producing 
outstanding academic results. 

Alex was paid bonuses which were very considerable by British Standards at the 
time. Thus he had really large sums of money available for his hobby without 
inconveniencing his family life. His interest was to have the best collection 
known. He relied a great deal on Mundey and others to guide him to that. 

His purchase of Mundey’s remaining collection and papers was a demonstration 
of the strengths Alex had in completing a deal fairly and quickly. Though we 
must conclude it was fair to him - if he thought it was - as he was in the driving 
seat throughout. 
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The coloured stone looks in the photo like an enamel. 

785 is a bottle measure and could be any year up to 1910 but is 

unlikely to be 1770. Page chosen for variety shown 
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The collection today is over 1200 pieces. 
 
This collection has had ten years on loan to Harvard House, Stratford on Avon - 
the Shakespeare Birthday Trust. The loan element was not publicised thus many 
thought it belonged to Harvard House. I am unsure if copyright law allows that a 
publisher who thinks and does his best - then all is well with his Copyright world 
– or if a publisher has a duty to make absolutely sure and certain of his 
permissions? No doubt the Society has expertise on such matters. 
 
The Shakespeare Birthday Trust changing director and deciding Old Pewter was 
irrelevant to Shakespeare - decided to be without the collection. All the old 
photographs vanished - as did some of the exhibits (so Alex tells me), though it 
is a mystery as to quite where they vanished, and it might have been in transit. 
 
Alex found a new home for his collection at the Smith Art gallery and Museum  
at Stirling where it presently is and where it welcomes visitors. 
 
Alex’s view is not shared by many others  (let me quote you Jan Gadd writing 
directly to him) – most collectors appear to think they are entitled to squirrel 
their nuts and keep them to themselves today – even in the 1920s the founders 
of the Society saw good reason for visits to other collections and 
communications were far more difficult then. 
 
Enough then of a background to a collection let us move on to some particular 
pieces in the collection that might encourage you to go and see it. 
 
 
Alex writes -  
My simple objective was to keep as much as possible of the best of British 

pewter in the UK and have it on permanent display. Harvard House seemed to 

meet these requirements but failed when the Shakespeare Trust entered into 

financial crisis and abandoned its Parliamentary responsibilities. Now, as you 

know, Stirling has accepted the burden 

The Pewter Society never seemed to view the collection as relevant. As far as I 

know the Society made no financial donation either to Stratford or Stirling. 
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A rare Great Goddard c1690 of half pint OEWS a rare saucer  

with a sloping booge c1450 
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Gadd thought it his right to sit back and wait for the Collection to be sold over 

several years at auction so he and other PS members could cherry pick. This was 

never my intention. Where we agreed was the need for a catalogue but as you 

know the PS has been working on this for 11 years. 

Jan Gadd wrote in 2011 (Friday, November 25, 2011 10:38 PM – a good time of 

night for a Gadd email) to Alex Neish by email,  

(The various insults to existing and past members and extraneous matters I have 

deleted there is enough remaining for our interest) 

Dear Alex, 
  
I admire you for actually coming back at all (AND several times!) on my nasty 
missile. As a compliment of sorts I have spent some time on the below.  
  
Here is another batch of serious personal insults for you to contemplate: 
Michael Boorer told us all that a pewter collection is for the owner to research 
and enjoy during his lifetime. His (and my) idea would then be for his and my 
collection to be sold on auction for later generations to enjoy. 
  
Your tactics over the years have been 'hoarding' and the money you were willing 
to spend more than matched the money serious collectors/researchers could 
afford or thought realistic. You were not even interested in inspecting the items 
you bought through various minders, before or after, which is of course the very 
worst kind of hoarding. Yes, I know that very well for the simple reason that I 
bought items for you on our own auctions which you instructed me to send 
straight to Stratford on Avon. 
  
Things then went very wrong - which I predicted long before your 
collection eventually arrived in Stratford which some people will remember. NO 
MUSEUM in the world will undertake to have ANYTHING on permanent display 
as you now know. A new curator or museum director will impress her/his 
taste/speciality/will on what goes on show, as you know. Your collection was 
then shipped wholesale to Stirling and now it would appear that somebody up 
there dug a big hole in the ground to temporarily hold it all - ho-ho! 
 Your monumental mistake 
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BEFORE ALL THIS you should of course have had a good catalogue of your 
collection commissioned and PRINTED - but no! I remember that much 
later instead a PS 'Neish committee' was created with lots of PS people involved 
and I think Stratford photographs were taken? I always stay shy of such 
'committee' thingies for the simple reason that they NEVER get their fingers out - 
endless object discussions about this and that but never realizing that such 
discussions could be performed over each detail of each and every object 
photograph! (Remember that a committee was asked to design a horse and 
finished up with the camel.) 
 I don't know what happened next, but I still haven't seen a Neish collection 
PRINTED catalogue (shame on you! Alex) which of course is much more 
important than 'pewter in a deep hole dug somewhere in Scotland' holding also 
lots of English pewter.  
You never spent any money at all on such a catalogue which would have cost 
you the price of two flat lidded tankards before all the kafuffle - but would 
have made your collection immortal!!! What on earth were you thinking about 
- mean is a word, of course but I cannot apply it here because of the money you 
spent on pewter - I much rather await a response from you!? We (the PS) have 
no obligation whatsoever to print your list of objects - although a Neish budget 
would perhaps find someone with the right attitude and skills? 
  
NOW 
I have learnt from you or somebody else that you are still the independent 
owner of your collection which I read to mean that you are at liberty to do what 
you want with your collection - please correct me if I screwed this one up! 
Having failed several museum attempts over many years, you may now consider 
the much better option of actually passing on objects from your beautiful but 
not inherited collection to a next generation. I could help you with this after 
having had sight of a list of objects (OR from a catalogue which may be just 
around the corner?) 
  
Your collection would have to be sold and spread around two auction houses, 
Christies and Bonhams (Sothebys are no longer interested in pewter) 
and spread over a time span of some 8-10 years in order not to disrupt the 
price level! 
  
Think about it carefully Alex - not necessarily overnight! 
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Best wishes, 
Jan 
 

 

 

From 265 to 1380 to 1800 – and very fine relief cast decoration of the 

pilgrim’s badge showing Thomas Beckett 
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If we know more about the collector then certain aspects of collections can be 

explained. 

For example Antonio de Navarro in the early 1900s was exceptionally 

rich, very catholic, and very certain of the correctness of his own views. 

Thus all factors were catered for by his suppliers. Expensive, newly 

created in a silver style and antiqued, candlesticks (for example) are 

then to be expected. 

A B Yeates in the first quarter of the 20th century – a meticulous and 

careful architect who was competitive to acquire the best and scarcest 

pieces. 

Richard Mundey whose private collection in 1989 (where it can be 

isolated from his remaining small numbers of dealing stock) shows 

what after 66 years dealing he thought was - right. 

With Alex Neish we have a man often unable to examine the pieces he 

was bidding for (though he says that always others he trusted did so 

for him). We have a wealthy Scotsman living and working in South 

America with a deep love of old British and Jewish pewter - who was 

not much influenced by other collectors - or the market he was buying 

in - and did not buy with any intention of later selling or dealing. 

Renovation and not maintenance might interest him – condition was 

not always a most important factor. He seems to have preferred many 

pieces to remain – as found – or as bought. 

Accumulating thousands of pieces many of which he had only passing 

acquaintance with he eventually decided to share a large part of his 

collection, with everyone interested, by loaning it to The Shakespeare 

Birthday Trust.  BELOW 

Showing a varied range of old pewter dates from 1500 to 1800. Examples from a 

wide range of badges and a rare Tavern Mug said to be from around 1700. 
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When a new curator considered it irrelevant to Shakespeare or Harvard 

House, after ten years, he moved his collection to Stirling and The 

Smith Museum where it is now. 

The descriptions listed by the SBT of this collection in 1996 he tells me 

were assembled by – the Curator Aidan Graham, David Moulson, and 

himself, from Index cards - he had made concerning each piece 

purchased (very often being the seller’s description (often an auction 

house or dealer of note). We should all remember that more 

information has come to light since 1996 and that these descriptions 

are what was best thought then – say 40 years ago (from 1976). 

With the Pewter Society after 11 years thinking of a catalogue perhaps 

producing some record of the Neish Collection albeit on the PS website 

you might wonder the purpose of my talk today.  

I have received no help whatsoever from our Society in the preparation 

of this talk. I have not had any help from any who spent those 11 years 

or part of them intending to produce a ‘catalogue’. 

I hope to have shown you many pieces that might not feature on the 

PS website or indeed be on show in Stirling as there are just too many 

of them. (Some 1200+ pieces listed and more besides). These are new 

photos commissioned and authorised for me to use here by Alex Neish 

in 2015. There is a terrific variety in this collection.  

Strangely in some cases there are descriptions but no such pieces 

traced at Stirling. This is the second time Alex had all the collection 

professionally photographed the first set being taken by James Johnson 

for Stratford. Like a good number of the pieces - this set of photos also 

vanished. 

Anyway let us consider what exists and can today be seen. I show a 

selection of photos, with 1996 descriptions following, - anyone is 
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welcome to ask for the 1996 description of any item I do not mention – 

or to interrupt and comment.  

Anyone is welcome to offer correction to the 1996 descriptions. 

I will simply mention why I included a page in this talk; out of the 

300!!!! Such pages that have been assembled by Alex and his very 

small team – of willing helpers.  

 

 

 

The nipple protector was recently shown on a Television programme 

introduced by Griff Rhyss Jones from The Stirling Museum where in 

one part the contestants had to choose an explanation for the use of a 

mysterious item. 

This was said to be used in its time by wet nurses 
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Interesting fish shaped whistle said to be 15th C 
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Most unusual 12thC pilgrim’s candlestick – and my first sight of a 

“lover’s token” 
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No idea what 902a  or 9021 is – said to be  “ medieval ” 

Deep porringerc1675 

Elizabethan Beaker c 1600.  Running vine decoration likely English 

style. – ale half gill – very rare 

Rare Thistle measure c 1850? 
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912 very unusual processional spear top c1588 
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928 in photo should read 921   Interesting badges 
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A few from a very large number of Tokens 
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Bird Seed Holder – not seen before 
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Unusual range of pieces 
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Chosen to show variety 
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I had never seen a conical whistle before – and more interesting 

badges 
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Various interesting pieces showing actual English design in engraving 

and wrigglework 
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Interesting balusters – from Mundeys composite set 
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Very fine balusters said to be from 1550 to 1700 

 


